Abstract-Dispersion and series gap discontinuity of shielded suspended striplines (SSL's) on Duroid substrate (E, = 2.22) are analyzed using the finite-difference time-domain method (FD-TD). Numerical accuracy of better than 0.15% is achieved when the FD-TD is used to calculate the effective dielectric constant of an air-filled rectangular coaxial transmission line. Data obtained for the frequency-dependent of uniform SSL's, and both scattering and equivalent circuit parameters of various series gap discontinuities, are then presented. In general, presence of sidewall mounting grooves causes a nearly frequency-independent small reduction in E,~. On the other hand, proximity effects of the housing are found to be more important. It is demonstrated that: 1) for a given housing, E ,~ decreases first with an increase in strip width before increasing again when strip is wider enough to interact strongly with the sidewalls and 2) reducing sidewall spacing causes an increase in & , I . For the gap discontinuity, coupling across the gap is stronger for wider strips andlor narrower gap width. Irregular transmission behavior is also found when strip is wide enough to interact strongly with the sidewalls.
I. INTRODUCTION HIELDED suspended striplines (SSL's) have found
S increasing uses in the design of integrated circuit components in the millimeter-wave region because of their low attenuation, weak dispersion, and small effective dielectric constant [1]- [4] . Although the SSL's can be treated in a unified manner as strip transmission lines containing multiple layers of dielectric materials, a literature search reveals only a relatively limited amount of information on SSL's.
Frequency-dependent dispersion characteristics of uniform SSL's placed in a shielding waveguide have been analyzed in [5]- [7] . Discontinuities including single and parallel-coupled open end(s), and asymmetrical series gap, in a shielded SSL were analyzed in [8] and [9] . In practical use, however, the substrate of the SSL is supported mechanically with grooves in the sidewalls of the shielding waveguide. An analytical model for the calculation of the cutoff frequency of the TElo type of wave- With the suspension of substrate, a slight change in the spatial distribution of the excitation waveform is needed. In the following, a brief summary of the FD-TD method employed will be given first. Accuracy of the FD-TD is then verified by determining the ereff of an air-filled rectangular coaxial transmission line (RCTL). Numerical results are then presented for various uniform SSL's and SSL's with series gap discontinuity. Effects of mounting grooves are examined along the way.
SUMMARY OF THE METHOD OF ANALYSIS
Consider the cross-section view of the shielded SSL with sidewall mounting grooves shown in Fig. 1 . The substrate with thickness h2 and dielectric constant E, is suspended at a height of hl above the bottom wall of the shielding waveguide. The strip, assumed to be a zerothickness perfect conductor of width w , is centered between the two sidewalls. The shielding waveguide has a width b and height a, and both mounting grooves have a depth of d and height h2. For the dispersion properties to be examined, the entire structure extends uniformly into infinities along both fz direction. In the case of series gap discontinuity shown in Fig. 2(a) , a gap of width g is introduced in the strip pattern. By setting h l and d to 0, the SSL shown in Fig. 1 becomes a shielded microstrip [15] . Numerical experiments have confirmed the FD-TD method used in [15] is also applicable to the SSL including sidewall mounting grooves. Therefore, only a brief summary of the FD-TD method is described here. To characterize the dispersion and gap discontinuity of SSL's, propagation of a Gaussian pulse through appropriate SSL structure is simulated using the FD-TD. Following the space and time discretizations of the electric and magnetic field components, the FD-TD equivalents of the Maxwell's curl equations are then used to update the spatial distributions of the electric and magnetic field components at alternating half time steps as time marches on [12], [14] . The spatial cell size, measured (dr, dy, dz) along the x-, y-, and z-direction, is chosen small enough to model the fine structural details and/or field variations. Courant stability criterion [16] is then followed in the selection of the temporal sampling interval to ensure numerical stability.
In contrast to the case of a shielded microstrip with grounded substrate, the source distribution used for the SSL is modified to take into account the discontinuity experienced by the vertical electric field, E,, when crossing the dielectric-air interface at the plane of excitation (say, z = 0). Specifically speaking, in the region between the strip and the bottom waveguide wall, the excitation source is composed of Ex's with the following space-time distribution for (b -w)/2 I y I (b + w ) / 2 . In (l), s(t) is a Gaussian pulse given by (2) where T is chosen such that only the dominant (quasi-TEM) mode is propagating in the SSL, and to is selected for smooth tum-on and turn-off of the excitation pulse. It is noted that the value of the signal voltage at a frequency off, = 1 /2T is only 8.5% that of the peak at dc. Finally, to complete our specifications of the space-time distributions of the excitation, Ex's elsewhere in the plane of z = 0 are calculated using the magnetic wall source condition of [17].
The exact boundary conditions are enforced at the perfectly conducting housing walls and the strip conductor, over which only the tangential electric-and/or normal magnetic-field components are sampled and set to zero at all time steps. For the update of tangential electric field components sampled at the two air-dielectric interfaces, average permittivity between the two (i.e., eo(€, + 1)/2 is used in the FD-TD equations. In this way, field continuity condition at the interface is satisfied [ 141. Finally, the super-absorbing boundary condition [ 181 is employed to terminate the FD-TD lattice at the planes of z = 0 and N, dz(N, is the number of cells in z-axis).
To determine the frequency-dependent ereff, time waveforms of Ex's sampled at half cell below the center of the strip are recorded at several points along the direction of wave propagation (i.e., z-axis). These waveforms are then fast Fourier transformed to obtain the corresponding pulse spectra, which are denoted as Ex(z,, w ) with zi being the ith sampling point. For frequency below the onset of the first higher-order waveguide mode, the dominant quasi-TEM mode is characterized by a frequency-dependent phase constant P(w) or effective dielectric constant creff(w), which can be determined as follows
where L is the distance between two arbitrary sampling points and
(4)
Equations (3) and (4) are repeated for each of several possible pairs of Ex(zi, w)'s, from which converged data are extracted.
Since the series gap discontinuity shown in Fig. 2 (a) is a symmetrical two-port network, only the reflection and transmission coefficients associated with the wave inci-dent from the left-hand side of the structure, i.e., SI1 and S21, need be determined. In this case, spectra of the incident, reflected, and transmitted voltage waveforms (denoted as Vinc(u), V,, (U), and Vtran(u)) are determined first. Each of these is obtained by integrating over the corresponding Ex's underneath the center of the strip. In this study, Vinc(u) and VreR(u) are observed at Z ' and Vtran(u) is recorded at z" as shown in Fig. 2(a) which are away from the input and output sides of the gap (i.e., T ' and T ") to avoid the irregular field behaviors near the gap. The actual spacings needed are determined as part of spatial convergence test during each calculation. For the time being, these spacings are simply denoted as LI and L2, respectively. Given these, the desired S parameters can be computed from and These are then used to calculate the coupling and fringing capacitances C, and C, of the equivalent a-network model of the series gap discontinuity shown in Fig. 2(b) and where Z, is the characteristic impedance of the uniform line calculated as the voltage-current ratio. It is noted that since these structures are consisted of perfect dielectric and conductor, and only quasi-TEM mode propagates within the frequency range considered, they can be characterized as lossless, symmetric, and reciprocal two-port networks. As such, our data are found to obey the power conservation law of IS1 I l2 + IS2, = 1 and symmetry relation of = + 1 1 + 90" (with +11 I 0") [19] . Therefore, for simplicity, only the amplitude and phase of are presented.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this section, results of 1) the effective dielectric constant of an air-filled RCTL, 2) dispersive properties of uniform SSL's and 3) scattering behaviors of series gap discontinuity in SSL's obtained by the FD-TD are discussed. For the results to be presented, the strip width (w) and groove depth ( d ) are allowed to be varied while the structural parameters of h l = h, = 10 mil, h2 = 5 mil, a = 25 mil, b = 50 mil, and E , = 2.22 are used in all cases except for the data shown in Fig. 5 for which b = 25 mil is used instead.
A. Effective Dielectric Constant of an Air-Filled RCTL
In the absence of dielectric substrate (i.e., E, = 1) and mounting grooves (i.e., d = 0), the structure shown in Fig. 1 becomes an air-filled RCTL, which is also known as TEM cell in EMC community [20] . Given that the strip is immersed in air dielectric and single TEM mode of operation is achieved, the wave will travel at the speed of light in the RCTL and = 1 should be obtained from dc to just below the cutoff frequency of the first higherorder waveguide mode.
Gaussian pulses having fu's of 40-, 60-, and 80-GHz are used in the FD-TD simulations. Results of erer thus determined are displayed in Fig. 3 . In general, results obtained for the pulse having f, = 60 GHz are the best. The calculated ereff increases slightly from a value of 1 at dc to about 1.0015 at 80 GHz for a maximum error of 0.15 % .
The increasing E , ,~ predicted is in accordance with the behavior of numerical dispersion inherent in the FD-TD.
Forf, = 40 GHz, data appear to fluctuate when frequency exceeds about 50 GHz. Since power contained in this portion of the pulse spectrum is small, its accuracy is obviously more vulnerable to the inevitable numerical noises (e.g., discretizations and round-off). On the other hand, with f, = 80 GHz, the high end of pulse spectrum approaches, and actually extends beyond, the cutoff of the first higher-order mode. The propagating higher-order mode is characterized by having a phase velocity exceeds that of the speed of light. Two problems arise are: 1) stability criterion may be violated, and 2) when present, it is not accounted for in (3) (which assumes only quasi-TEM mode propagation). As a consequence, noisy data set obtained with this interrogating pulse is expected. This exercise indicates that Gaussian pulse withf, = 60 GHz may be used for the determination of the properties of SSL's.
B. Dispersion in Uniform Shielded SSL
Effects of grooves on the dispersive properties of uniform SSL's are examined first. Rectangular cells, each having sidelengths of dx = dy = a/15 and dz = a/7.5 = 2&, are found to yield results with better than 1 % convergence.
In found for the SSL with wider strip is mainly due to its closer proximity and, therefore, stronger interaction with the groove. Finally, Fig. 5 shows that our data agree to within 0.12% (in X/ho) of those of [ l o ] , which further confirms the accuracy of the FD-TD. In general, creff increases as frequency gets higher. It shows that e, tf decreases first when w / b increases from 0.2 to 0.6 but increases again when strip width becomes,O.8b. It is interesting to note that ereff increases with strip width in the case of microstrip with grounded substrate. For w < 0.6b, widening in the strip width apparently causes more fields to be spread into the air region such that decreasing ~,tf are observed in Fig. 6 . At w / b = 0.8, the strip edge is now closer to the sidewall (at a spacing of 0. l b or, 0 . 2~) than to the top/bottom walls. More field lines will now reach the sidewall through the substrate, an increase in eEff is thus expected. Similarly, with a smaller sidewall spacing of b = 25 mil, larger static ereff's are observed for the two SSL's considered in Fig. 5 than those of the four SSL's shown in Fig. 6 (which are derived for b = 50 mil).
C. Scattering from Series Gap Discontinuity in Shielded SSL
In this subsection, effects of grooves are investigated first. Coupling and fringing capacitances calculated for SSL's with w / b = 0.8, g = 1 dz = 6/15, and d / b = 0 and 0.1 are shown in Fig. 7 . Since results obtained for the grooves with d / b = 0.1 (and deeper ones) are almost identical to the cases without grooves, effects of grooves may be ignored. Thus d / b is set to zero in the results to be presented next. Fig. 7 further shows that both capacitances are nearly frequency-independent. Therefore, only the extrapolated static capacitance values will be quoted for the structures to be presented later.
In pF) are 2.51, 4.43, 5.87, 6.93, and 9.02; which show that C, decreases while C, increases as gap widens. For practical purposes, the gap with g = 9dz may be considered to approach an open-end discontinuity. Next, we consider the frequency dependencies of S2, for SSL's with w / b = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, and 0.8 and g = 2dz. Fig. 9 depicts that lS211 increases and decreases as frequency increases. Similar to the behavior of creff shown in Fig. 6 , ISZ11 increases and decreases first when w / b increases from 0.2 to 0.6, but the trend reverses as w increases to 0.8b. In this later case, the spacing between the edge of the strip and the sidewall is smaller than the gap width. It appears then that the approaching sidewalls may have attracted part of the energy that'd have been coupled across the gap in the cases of narrower strip. However, when the characteristic impedance is taken into account (which, over the w / b range considered here, decreases as strip width increases), both C, and C, are found to increase monotonically (but not linearly) with increasing strip width. In the order of increasing strip width, the static values of C, pF) are 3.80, 6.76, 9.52, and 11.78, and the corresponding Cp's (lop3 pF) are 2.97, 4.43, 5.95, and 7.87; which show that both capacitances increases as strip gets wider. Finally, Table I 1 and 2 to the corresponding cases of microstrip gap discontinuity having the same housing size and substrate thickness. It is found that for a given gap width, SSL exhibits lower fringing capacitance and higher coupling capacitance than the corresponding microstrip line. The smaller C, observed for the SSL is apparently due to the presence of the air gap below the substrate.
IV . CONCLUSION
Dispersion and series gap discontinuity of shielded SSL's using low dielectric constant Duroid substrate (er = 2.22) are analyzed with the FD-TD. In general, presence of sidewall mounting grooves causes only a slight decrease in the for uniform SSL's and an insignificant amount of change in the equivalent circuit parameters for the series gap discontinuity. Therefore, for practical purposes, they may be ignored.
It is found that, for a given housing, cRff decreases first with an increase in strip width before increasing again when strip is wider enough to interact strongly with the sidewalls. In addition, for the two housings considered, almost 10% larger E,<S are observed for the housing with smaller sidewall spacings. Since small housing size is necessary for the SSL to operate in quasi-TEM mode up to "-wave frequencies, the above observations suggest circuit design process. Finally, to interact stronglv with the sidewalls. MTT-23,'pp. 623-630, Aug. 1975 
